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two acres of ground and his farm-house.  .  .  . As his private
property.
So, swing the pendulum how it will in the direction of
vast, private., communally, or corporation-owned estates on
which larger and always larger-scale farming shall be
practised, it swings always, inevitably., back to the Small
Producer, the quite small owner, working with his own hands,
and the aid of his family, meticulously, his own little plot.
That the bonanza farm and its vastnesses should disappear
is by no means inevitable if soil-erosion in the United
States should be checked, nor need we in the least wish for
its disappearance. That is not our affair. The financiers
and their industrially-minded opponents must arrange that
as best they may according to whatever lex talionis they
please. The growing of wheat, sugar-beets, or other roots in
small parcels is not an engrossing occupation. It may well
be left to the mechanically-minded; the raising of cattle in
huge droves is a sport congenial, apparently, to certain
large-lunged souls. May they prosper.
§
The only factor of our present situation that is certain to
continue progressively is that of the improvement of the
machine. That means the dispossessing of more and more
millions of men. There is no avoiding that. It is as certain
as death. We shut our eyes to both phenomena.
A second factor only not quite so certain is the progressive
mental and physical cjeteriorating of our populations because
of indoor, mechanized occupations and the consumption
of inferior food. You can safely say that an immensely large
proportion of our city and near-city populations never,
between their cradles and their graves, taste meats or
fruits unpreserved with deleterious chemicals or vegetables
straight from the ground.
Both these factors, or either one of them, must lead us to
disaster. Federal or World action might reduce the hours of
labour worked; local regulation might ensure the supply
of fresh food to small communities here or there. But only
the Estate of the Small Producer, a Fifth Estate holding in
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